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The numbers of sexual assault cases continue to rise. This increase reveals that it is prevalent in the military. The background and scope of the sexual assault problem starts with the American culture. Perpetrators reside in society ??? communities, businesses, churches, schools, and sports ??? and in the military. In an all-voluntary military, the Armed Services are a reflection of culture and society. Despite a socialized training effort to transition civilians to mission ready Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, and Marines through initial entry training, Service Members, at times, exercise extreme poor judgment and ignore values for the sake of self-motivating reasons that lead to sexual assault. There is ongoing debate in Congress over whether the military justice system should change, primarily due to public scrutiny on how senior military commanders handle sexual assault cases. With sexual assault crimes rising across the entire spectrum of American society and with the spotlight on the Armed Services, accountability remains a huge concern until this crime is reduced and eventually eliminated. Leaders at every level must be held accountable to tackle this challenge. This Professional Studies Paper (PSP) examines the impact of culture, leadership, and policy as they relate to sexual assault in society and in the military. This PSP ends with two recommendations for the Department of Defense (DoD) to consider as a means to assist in deterrence, and concludes with the assertion that the DoD may see Congress take civilian control of the military justice system if the numbers of victims continue to rise.
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Abstract

The numbers of sexual assault cases continue to rise. This increase reveals that it is prevalent in the military. The background and scope of the sexual assault problem starts with the American culture. Perpetrators reside in society – communities, businesses, churches, schools, and sports – and in the military. In an all-voluntary military, the Armed Services are a reflection of culture and society. Despite a socialized training effort to transition civilians to mission ready Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, and Marines through initial entry training, Service Members, at times, exercise extreme poor judgment and ignore values for the sake of self-motivating reasons that lead to sexual assault. There is ongoing debate in Congress over whether the military justice system should change, primarily due to public scrutiny on how senior military commanders handle sexual assault cases. With sexual assault crimes rising across the entire spectrum of American society and with the spotlight on the Armed Services, accountability remains a huge concern until this crime is reduced and eventually eliminated. Leaders at every level must be held accountable to tackle this challenge. This Professional Studies Paper (PSP) examines the impact of culture, leadership, and policy as they relate to sexual assault in society and in the military. This PSP ends with two recommendations for the Department of Defense (DoD) to consider as a means to assist in deterrence, and concludes with the assertion that the DoD may see Congress take civilian control of the military justice system if the numbers of victims continue to rise.
It is up to all of us to ensure victims of sexual violence are not left to face these trials alone. Too often, survivors suffer in silence, fearing retribution, lack of support, or that the criminal justice system will fail to bring the perpetrator to justice. We must do more to raise awareness about the realities of sexual assault; confront and change insensitive attitudes wherever they persist; enhance training and education in the criminal justice system; and expand access to critical health, legal, and protection services for survivors.\(^1\)

– President Barack Obama, April 2012

We still have people out there who tolerate sexual assault….You have to do what is right. You have to hold people accountable for their actions. That’s the only way you are going to fix a problem.\(^2\)

– General Ray Odierno, Army Chief of Staff, 13 June 2013

**Introduction**

The Army, Navy, Marines, and Air Force, reported 3,192 sexual assault cases to the Department of Defense (DoD) in Fiscal Year 2011 (FY11)\(^3\) and 3,374 in FY12.\(^4\) The number increased to 5,061 in FY13.\(^5\) These numbers reveal that it is endemic in the military. The term sexual assault refers to:

Intentional sexual contact characterized by use of force, threats, intimidation, or abuse of authority or when the victim does not or cannot consent. The term includes a broad category of sexual offenses consisting of the following specific [Uniform Code of Military Justice] UCMJ offenses: rape, sexual assault, aggravated sexual contact, abusive sexual contact, forcible sodomy (forced oral or anal sex), or attempts to commit these acts.\(^6\)

Anyone can be the perpetrator or victim,\(^7\) regardless of gender, age, race, education level, income status, job title, or military position.

From junior rank to more senior, enlisted and officers, service members unfortunately commit sexual assault or sexual misconduct crimes, which clearly violate America’s trust and confidence in its military. In a *Fox News* article, “For top officers, the numbers are startling.... generals and admirals, from one star to four stars, were fired in recent years, and 10 of them lost
their jobs because of sex-related offenses. The media featured stories on a Marine Corps 4-star general and two Army 1-star generals. Other stories highlighted two Air Force officers for sexual crimes. One lieutenant colonel obtained a conviction for rape. A different lieutenant colonel received jail time for sexual assault. In addition to these violations, there were other examples, such as the Air Force 2009 Basic Training incident at Joint Base Lackland-San Antonio, the Navy’s 1992 Tailhook scandal at the Las Vegas Hilton and the Army’s 1996 Aberdeen Proving Ground impropriety. Undoubtedly, sexual assault in the Armed Services remains a serious problem, despite significant resources and attention that DoD directs toward solving this issue.

**Thesis**

This Professional Studies Paper (PSP) examines the impact of culture, leadership, and policy, as they relate to sexual assault in society and in the military. These three factors influence the services’ approach to sexual assault and present some challenges to overcoming the problem. This PSP provides insights on cultural, leadership, and policy challenges to reducing sexual assault in the military, and offers DoD two recommendations: one, instill sexual assault training as part of the leader development strategy to reinforce professionalism throughout Service Members’ careers; and two, standardize command climate survey timelines to improve commanders’ awareness.

**Underlying Challenges with Sexual Assault**

**A Reflection of Culture**

The background and scope of the sexual assault problem starts with the American culture. Perpetrators reside in society – communities, businesses, churches, schools, and sports – and in the military. In an all-voluntary military, the Armed Services are a reflection of culture and
society. As David Crary expressed, “Sexual assault occurs in myriad settings and the perpetrators come from every swath of U.S. society.” The Department of Justice (DoJ) National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) report listed 244,190 rape and sexual assault incidents for 2011 and 346,830 for 2012 across American society (shown below in Table 1); unreported incidents account for the increase.

Considering DoD’s 3,374 reported cases for 2012, when given the total U.S. population of 308,745,538, sexual assault incidents were less than one percentage point for both society (0.112) and the military (0.092). DoD’s total force structure of 3,652,086 military personnel is approximately one percent (1.18%) of U.S. total population. Regardless of the low percentage point, DoJ and DoD victim numbers remain too high; therefore, the numbers indicate sexual assault is a problem in society for civilians and military professionals.

Despite a socialized training effort – civilian volunteers transform into mission ready Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, and Marines through initial entry training – within the military culture,
Service Members exercise poor judgment at times and ignore values that lead to sexual assault. Why does this happen? Do perpetrators commit these horrendous acts because of temptation, for sexual gratification, or is it closer to the truth to say that: “The underlying factors in many sexually violent acts are power and control?” In response to such atrocious acts, leaders must take appropriate action.

**Leadership Must be Held Accountable**

What is DoD doing about sexual assault in the military culture? As directed by the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF), DoD uses the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR) Strategic Plan to focus on compliance across the Service Departments, including: “Prevention, Investigation, Accountability, Advocacy/Victim Assistance, and Assessment.” Questions that need answers to support this effort are: Who is holding DoD responsible to achieve results? Does the U.S. Constitution give Congress authority over the Armed Services? How does Congress expect senior military leaders to protect service members from sexual assault perpetrators? Answers to these questions may be easier said than done, especially considering the prevalent sexual assault numbers. The simple answer is Congress has oversight authority and insists the military’s leadership take responsibility to resolve this issue. A number of Congressional hearings and adjudication of bills through the House of Representatives and Senate were passed to exert stricter control measures on the military.

Like Congress, the President and the Administration remain committed to tackling this problem in society and in the military. President Obama signed the Senate (S.47) Bill, “*Violence Against Women Reauthorization Act of 2013,*” to take action against all perpetrators. Congress established a federal law under the FY11 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), Section 1631 of Public Law 111-383 that requires the SECDEF to submit annual reports of sexual assault
analysis to “the Committees on Armed Services.”21 The cliché, “Actions speak louder than words,” not only mirrors the President’s and the Administration’s guidance, but it indicates accountability rests on the shoulders of DoD and the Armed Services.

With sexual assault crimes increasing for American society and a spotlight on the military, accountability remains a huge concern for Congress until this crime is significantly reduced and eventually eliminated. As highlighted in this paper’s introduction, senior military officers’ sexual misconduct ran amuck which led to their dismissal. Statistics show that “at least 30 percent of military commanders fired over the past eight years lost their jobs because of sexually related offenses.”22 Clearly, recent military leaders, as perpetrators, have been part of DoD’s problem.

Another challenge with sexual assault centers on victim reporting. According to the Criminal Victimization 2012 Report, “Victims may not report the victimization for a variety of reasons, such as fear of reprisal or getting the offender in trouble, believing that police would not or could not do anything to help, and believing the crime to be a personal issue or trivial.”23 Evidence from the 2012 Academy Award winning documentary Invisible War featured male and female victims who shared their personal stories of suffering from sexual assault. The filmmakers contacted five female Marines who were assaulted by officers while serving at Marine Barracks in Washington, D.C. Four of the women were investigated or punished after they reported. No officer was punished for any assault.24 These types of occurrences substantiate the importance of responsibility, and reinforce why military leaders must be held accountable.

Policy – the Public and Congress Question the Military Justice System

DoD Directive (DoDD) 6495.01 sets the broad policy for Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR). Each subordinate department provides more specific directives and standards
for its respective Service Members. However, debate continues over whether the military justice system should change, primarily due to public scrutiny on how senior military commanders handle sexual assault cases. This was certainly the situation regarding the Wilkerson case. An Air Force senior commander (3-star general) overturned a sexual assault conviction of an accused Air Force lieutenant colonel. To make matters worse, the accused officer, who received clemency, then was blamed by another woman for “committing adultery and fathering a child out of wedlock years earlier. The Air Force confirmed the allegation and forced [the lieutenant colonel] to retire.”25 As the policy debate continues, Legislative Attorney R. Chuck Mason from the Congressional Research Service (CRS) made the following comment:

Recent high-profile military-related cases involving sexual assaults by U.S. service members have resulted in increased public and congressional interest in military discipline and the military justice system. Questions have been raised regarding how allegations of sexual assault are addressed by the chain of command, the authority and process to convene a court-martial, and the ability of the convening authority to provide clemency to a service member convicted of an offense.26

The Wilkerson case exasperated a number of Congressmen. Senator (D-N.Y.) Kirsten Gaillibrand stated, “There is no accountability…. Because the trust that any justice will be served has been irreparably broken under the current system, where commanders hold all the cards over whether a case moves forward for prosecution.”27 Once again, Congress has reason for concern with how military senior leaders handle sexual assault cases. The problem is twofold: leadership accountability to prevent sexual assault and commanders’ responsibility to prosecute perpetrators in accordance with the law.

Synthesis – Insights on the Analysis of the Sexual Assault Problem

Culture – Analyzing the Problem in Society
Examining sexual assault involves complexity because victim reporting varies, survey methodology alters, and the advocacy system differs amongst the health, legal, and protection services. According to Women Organized Against Rape (WOAR), “It is difficult to estimate the numbers of people who have been sexually violated because many people [the victims] do not report being assaulted and research studies use different methods to survey people [the victims].” With respect to research studies using different methods, the National Research Council (NRC) stated, “There are two quite different perspectives for the measurement of rape and sexual assault—the criminal justice perspective and the public health perspective. These different perspectives have led to methodological differences in designing and implementing surveys, which, in turn, have resulted in different estimates of the incidence rates.” NRC worked with the Justice Department’s Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) to improve its National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) methods. NRC identified best practices and made recommendations to BJS, such as revising terminology to capture the best word description and tweaking questionnaires and protocols to structure questions better. Perhaps the most notable suggestion was for NCVS to develop two independent surveys to separate rape and sexual assault from robbery, aggravated and simple assault.

To gain a perspective of the social complexity of sexual violence, look below at the breakdown of the problem across American culture according to the *White House Council on Women and Girls Rape and Sexual Assault: A Renewed Call to Action* report:

- **Women and girls are the vast majority of victims**: nearly 1 in 5 women – or nearly 22 million – have been raped in their lifetimes.
- **Men and boys, however, are also at risk**: 1 in 71 men – or almost 1.6 million – have been raped during their lives.
- **Women of all races are targeted, but some are more vulnerable than others:**
33.5% of multiracial women have been raped, as have 27% of American Indian and Alaska Native women, compared to 15% of Hispanic, 22% of Black, and 19% of White women.

- **Most victims know their assailants.**
- **The vast majority (nearly 98%) of perpetrators are male.**
- **Young people are especially at risk:** nearly half of female survivors were raped before they were 18, and over one-quarter of male survivors were raped before they were 10. College students are particularly vulnerable: 1 in 5 women has been sexually assaulted while in college.
- **Repeat victimization is common:** over a third of women who were raped as minors were also raped as adults.\(^{31}\)

This data consisted of surveys performed by other government agencies and departments. The Center for Disease Control (CDC) sponsored a survey conducted by the National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence Survey (NISVS). The NISVS study revealed 80% of women were raped before the age of 25 and approximately 50% before turning 18. In a different study, funded by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ), scholars at the Research Triangle Institute, International (RTI) disclosed 58% of college women experienced sexual assault while incapacitated (under the influence of alcohol or drugs) and 28% of rapes occurred at a party. College campus sexual assault victims reported an average of 12% to law enforcement.\(^{32}\)

Regardless of who conducts the survey and how they do it (methodology), the data correlates and proves sexual assault is a problem in society. After reviewing the data, the Office of the Vice President understands the magnitude of the problem and knows the potential for victim numbers to be higher based on victim reporting. NCVS, NISVS, and RTI reports, surveys and analysis explain why sexual assault has the attention of the President and the Administration.

**Leadership – Examining the Problem in the Armed Services**

Analyzing military sexual assault is perplexing because of the communal dynamics associated with culture. Statistical evidence specified by DoD sources depicts this point.

Moreover, victim reporting coupled with survey method, advocacy and assistance services
(health, legal, and protective) present different perspectives which impact individual and collective observations.

DoD uses a variety of sources to gather its sexual assault data, such as the Defense Sexual Assault Incident Database (DSAID), Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute (DEOMI) Organizational Climate Survey (called the DEOCS), Defense Manpower Data Center’s (DMDC) Workplace and Gender Relations Survey (WGR), Military Criminal Investigative Organization (MCIO), and reports of trial and military justice data sources. DMDC conducts the WGR of Active Duty Members (WGRA) to assess prevalence of sexual assault during the past 12 months. Congress mandates the WGRA under U.S. Code Title 10. DMDC will complete the biannual WGRA for 2014 analysis and release the results in April 2015. The last WGRA conducted was for 2012, and previously for 1995, 2002, 2006, and 2010 respectively. The 2012 WGRA survey was done electronically based on 22,792 eligible respondents from a sample of 108,478 active duty members, which measured “unwanted sexual contact [meaning] intentional sexual contact that was against a person’s will…” The 2012 survey results disclosed 6.1% of women compared to 1.2% of men who indicated unwanted sexual contact (USC). Listed below is Table 2, showing the 2012 percentage increased from the 2010 rate, although the 2012 assessment was close to the 2006 rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unwanted Sexual Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2006</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women: 6.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men: 1.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

Despite the methodology used by DoD, there is debate about the reliability and validity of the WGRA data. Rowan Scarborough, who spent two decades with *The Washington Times*, reported there is doubt about the military’s survey results compared to the Justice Department’s numbers that are much lower than DoD statistics. The Pentagon gave a statement declaring that
DoD and DoJ compare different information: “When surveys examine all age ranges, the average prevalence is lower than if you just look at certain segments of society. When you look at the military — which is a segment of society — it has higher rates of prevalence than society on average as a whole.” Furthermore, the Congressional directed Report of the Response Systems to Adult Sexual Assault Crimes Panel (RSP) reiterates military sexual assault results “are not comparable because of systemic differences [in] definitions, procedures, and criteria throughout the process.” Indeed, there are distinctions between civilian and military survey data. The implication is that the methodology, analysis, and recommendations are likely to be misleading due to systemic differences based on directives, regulations, and procedures.

For sexual assault reporting, victims exercise one of two types, unrestricted and restricted. DoD prefers unrestricted reporting. With unrestricted reporting, victims have access to the Sexual Assault Response Coordinator (SARC), Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR) Victim Advocate (VA), medical treatment, professional counseling, chain of command, and law enforcement to generate an official investigation through the victim’s reporting channels. For restricted reporting, victims confidentially disclose the assault only to the SARC, SAPR VA, and health care provider, without activating an official investigation. “Given the victim’s desire for confidentiality, these reports are not investigated and victims are not required to provide many details about these sexual assaults. As a result, only data about the victim and the offense are recorded. Alleged subject identities in [r]estricted [r]eports are not requested or maintained by the Department.” Of DoD’s 5,061 cases, there were 3,768 (74%) unrestricted reports and 1,293 (26%) restricted reports in FY 13. What do these percentages indicate? 74% of the victims demonstrated extraordinary courage to follow unrestricted reporting protocols to trigger an investigation against alleged perpetrators. And 26% of the victims chose restricted
reporting, for whatever reason, which did not generate an investigation. Why do reporting types vary? It varies due to trauma, fear of retaliation, and lack of support from the chain of command, especially if the perpetrators are from within the ranks. The victims in the *Invisible War* documentary paint a vivid image of the trepidation encountered throughout the ordeal.

Sexual assault traumatizes victims which affect when they decide to report or if they report at all. Research indicates that victims tend to suffer psychologically. To illustrate this point, the author uses two sources that are particularly insightful. First, according to *The White House Council on Women and Girls* report, “the trauma that often accompanies a sexual assault can leave a victim’s memory and verbal skills impaired – and without trauma-sensitive interviewing techniques, a [person’s] initial account can sometimes seem fragmented…. [Health problems comprise of] depression, chronic pain, diabetes, anxiety, eating disorders, and post-traumatic stress disorder.”41 Secondly, the National Center for Posttraumatic Stress Disorders (PTSD) insists that, “PTSD is the most common mental health condition observed among Veterans who report military sexual trauma (MST).”42 Regardless of these claims, critics may still question the severity of MST and its effect on victim reporting. When it comes to the topic of trauma, Paula Caplan, PhD, who is a clinical and research psychologist, declares that, “Some consequences of MST come from the assaults themselves, and others come from the further anguish, even trauma, that results from the way reports of the assaults are—and are not—handled.”43 Pundits or other readers may debate that trauma is more subjective than objective, and that it is difficult to diagnose or measure. As an Army colonel with 29 years of experience amongst different service members, the author wholeheartedly endorses these findings.

Further examination of the military’s leadership problem with sexual assault requires a look from within the ranks. U.S. Code Title 10 prescribes the regulation
governing each subordinate service, which provides specific guidelines for commanders and the chain of command. Officers and non-commissioned officers are supposed to take care of their subordinates. For example, “All commanding officers and others in authority in the Army are required…. To promote and safeguard the morale, the physical well-being, and the general welfare of the officers and enlisted persons under their command or charge.”\textsuperscript{44} DoD’s FY 13 annual report findings illuminate the percentages for perpetrators categorized by pay grade (see Table 3). For commissioned officers, the results were 5% for O1 to O3 and 2% for O4 to O10, totaling to 7%. For non-commissioned officers, the percentage was even higher at 34%.\textsuperscript{45}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alleged Subjects (Perpetrators)</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1 – E4</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E5 – E9</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WO1 – WO5</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadet/Midshipman</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O1 – O3</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O4 – O10</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Unrestricted Reporting – Subject Data

After synthesizing this data, it is no wonder victims are traumatized, especially when the perpetrators are from within the ranks. Sexual assault “threaten[s] to undermine the structural foundation of the [military and the trust of its leaders]….Violation of this special trust and responsibility erodes the American public’s confidence in the military…and embeds sexual [assault] within the [military].”\textsuperscript{46} Regardless of pay grade and position within the chain of command, all Service Members, especially commanders, have a responsibility to comply with applicable laws and regulations, and to take action against individuals who violate them by using the military justice system.

\textbf{Policy – Analyzing the Military Justice System}
DoD statistics show 62% of perpetrators received a courts-martial conviction in FY11, 68% in FY12, and 71% in FY13. Although these percentages reflect increased convictions inside the military justice system, perception exists regarding alleged perpetrators that were not incarcerated. Why is this? Of the 1,187 reported cases in FY13, 838 perpetrators (71%) received courts-martial while 210 alleged perpetrators (18%) were processed for nonjudicial punishment (Article 15, UCMJ) and 139 perpetrators (12%) received a discharge or other type of adverse administrative action. In essence, the official investigation found the sexual assault charge unsubstantiated for the remaining alleged perpetrators (29%). As a result, perception prevails concerning the unsubstantiated charges, or one assumes the commander went easy on the alleged perpetrator and hence the lighter punishment. “Evidence supported command action for misconduct discovered during the sexual assault investigation (such as making a false official statement, adultery, underage drinking, or other carmines under the UCMJ).”

This kind of perception fuels the debate on whether jurisprudence should rest with the civilian or military courts to prosecute sexual assault cases. DoD came under fire last year because of the influx of FY13 statistics. The survey data alone did not inflame Congress. The increased FY13 numbers certainly drew attention, but the cumulative effect of ongoing sexual assault cases ignited Congress which led to reform. Particularly Congress was pushing for change that included: general officers as the convening authority (CA) due to the implication concerning clemency (akin to the Air Force’s Wilkerson case), and the victim assistance efforts highlighted in the Invisible War documentary and human rights organization like Protect Our Defenders. The result of the Congressional reform was the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2014 (FY14 NDAA): “Congress enacted several provisions limiting convening authority discretion. For example, Congress substantially reduced convening authorities’
formerly unlimited discretion to grant clemency to Service [M]embers convicted of crimes under the UCMJ.”51 Charles D. Stimson, senior legal fellow at The Heritage Foundation, explained, this reform removes commanders’ “ability to modify sentences for serious offenses by overturning a guilty verdict or reducing the finding of guilty to that of a lesser included offense.”52 Nevertheless, Congress has insisted on more reform.

In 2013, the House and Senate Committees introduced bills to enhance prevention efforts, notably on whether civilian law or military should have jurisprudence over CA. Senator Kirsten Gillibrand (D-N.Y.) sponsored the Military Justice Improvement Act (MJIA). She tried twice to get MJIA bills (S.967 and S.1752) passed, but both stalled in Congress.53 Senator Claire McCaskill (D-MO) sponsored S.1917 – Victims Protection Act (VPA) of 2014 which passed legislature on 10 March 2014.54 Senator Gillibrand argued for the MJIA and Senator McCaskill advocated for the VPA. The main difference between the MJIA and VPA addressed CA disposition. The CA, a commander, determines if a complaint goes to trial. The MJIA advocated moving CA from the victim’s unit commander into a third party military prosecutor “outside the involved parties’ chain of command.”55 Senator Gillibrand and human rights groups claim leaving CA in the hands of commanders is risk aversive and opens the bias door based on self-preservation tendencies of the commander or from others within the ranks to cover up the assault. Senator McCaskill took the opposite approach: CA stays with commanders instead of prosecutors. As recently as April 26, 2014, an article in Harvard Politics emphasizes that:

‘the evidence does not support a conclusion that removing authority [recommended by Senator Gillibrand] to convene courts-martial from senior commanders will reduce the incidence of sexual assault or increase reporting of sexual assaults in the Armed Forces’....VPA merely strengthens prosecutors’ role in advising commanders in their convening decisions.56

It will be compelling to see if Senator Gillibrand petitions for a third time.
Recommendations

To assist in reducing sexual assault, this PSP offers DoD two suggestions for consideration: one addresses leader development strategy and the other deals with organizational climate surveys. The Report of the Response Systems to Adult Sexual Assault Crimes Panel conducted a thorough 12 month assessment of how effective the military “investigate[d], prosecute[d], and adjudicate[d]” adult sexual assault crimes. The panel’s report provided 132 recommendations, but it does not include the two presented here.

**Recommendation One:** Direct the military services to inculcate sexual assault training as part of a leader development strategy. The Army Leader Development Strategy 2013 outlines a construct focused on the institutional Army (education or training institution), the operational force (organization or unit), and the individual. This concept is further defined in the Army Leader Development Model; it encompasses Soldiers and Army Civilians using their training, education, and experience in the framework of the institutional domain, operational domain, and self-development domain. The Navy has a similar strategy for its Sailors. The Marine Corps and Air Force currently do not have such a strategy; however, both have professional development programs for Marines and Airmen respectively. A leader development strategy reinforces sexual assault standards that start upon initial military training and continues throughout the education process and experience gained during one’s professional career.

**Recommendation Two:** Standardize organizational command climate survey (CCS) intervals for all services and require commanders to brief raters from their higher headquarters.

Services direct commanders, of diverse levels and ranks, to conduct the CCS at different time intervals. The Army requires company level commanders to conduct a survey in the first 30 days of assuming command, another CCS six months later, and then 12 months later;
commanders above company level conduct an initial CCS within 60 days of assuming command and 12 months later. The Navy instructs an initial CCS in the first 90 days and annually thereafter for commanders (rank not stated); the Marine Corps orders an initial CCS in the first 30 days and then annually for lieutenant colonel and colonel level commanders; the Air Force instructs an initial CCS in the first 120 days and then annually for commanders (rank not stated). The Army model, as a proposal, with different levels of command and time intervals, should be adopted by all the Services. The early survey helps commanders to be more aware of potential problem areas that could impede unit readiness. When a survey is taken within thirty days of assuming command, it provides the commander an opportunity to understand and quickly addresses potential issues, and it sends the message that the issues are important.

While services share CCS results with their higher headquarters, commanders present the information in diverse ways – formally and informally. DoD should require commanders to formally brief their raters from their higher headquarters. At a minimum, the briefing to the next higher commander should include the senior enlisted advisor, SARC, SAPR VA, chaplain, and applicable health care professional for their expert advice.

Conclusion

The number of DoD sexual assault cases increased over the last three years. Whether a civilian or a military member, this travesty is prevalent in American culture. Individuals must want to modify their behavior so change occurs. The White House Council on Women and Girls report advocates: “Sexual assault is pervasive because our culture still allows it to persist… [Vice President Biden said,] “We are helpless to change the course of this violence unless, and until, we achieve a national consensus that it deserves our profound public outrage.” The White House, Congress, and DoD remain committed to eliminating the prevalence of sexual assault.
This PSP recognizes the impact of culture, leadership, and policy with respect to society and the military. Research shows that victim reporting and survey methodologies vary which affect the accuracy in tabulating number of cases within society and the military. DoD is collaborating with DoJ and other organizations to improve processes within the Defense Department.

Ultimately, DoD must protect its most precious asset – people. The military must be vigilant in combating sexual assault to provide justice to the victim and to maintain the public’s trust and confidence in order to take care of its people. Service Members, especially commanders, must be responsible and accountable to facilitate the change process and to establish a climate that empowers all members to transform. The key to eliminating sexual assault is to have a plan and execute it. The DoD Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Strategic Plan aims at prevention, investigation, accountability, advocacy/victim assistance, and assessment. When Service Members violate trust and commit a sexual assault crime, commanders and the military’s judicial system must prosecute the perpetrator to the full extent of the law. Attorney Susan Burke, from the Invisible War, adamantly argues this very point. She truly believes this “would get rid of a lot of the rapes right away.”65 This is exactly the approach DoD’s Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Office (SAPRO) is taking. The Director of SAPRO, an Army 2-star, affirms that: “[Victims that step forward make] a courageous choice….To the offenders: We don’t care who you are or what rank you hold. If you don’t understand our core values and are not prepared to live by and enforce those values every day, then we don’t want you in our military.”66 The SAPRO director clearly advocates taking a stand. Congress and the American public expect it.

In the military, like society, it takes time to affect change and behavior. How patient will Congress be with DoD? Every Service Member, regardless of rank, must be willing to solve the
sexual assault problem, hopefully sooner rather than later. If not, victim numbers will continue to rise, and DoD may see Congress take civilian control of the military justice system.
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